CLASS OF 1964 - 45TH REUNION
PLEASE NOTE THIS ADDITIONAL “SEMINAR”/TALK:
“A NON-WALLSTREETER LOOKS AT WHAT WENT WRONG IN OUR
FINANCIAL MARKETS AND WHAT CAN OR SHOULD BE DONE”
FRIDAY, OCT. 23, 4:30 PM, SCIENCE CENTER
(IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE HEALTH CARE REFORM SYMPOSIUM)
The Class Committee is pleased to advise that Tom James, chairman and chief
executive officer of Raymond James Financial, Inc. (NYSE-RJF)—headquartered
in St. Petersburg, Florida—will speak on the above topic for about 20 minutes and
then take questions (even from Wall Streeters).
As CEO of RJF since 1970, Tom has steered its growth from gross revenues of
under $2 million to, in FY 2009, approximately $2.7 billion. Capital has grown
from $1 million to $1.8 billion, and assets under management are now
approximately $210 billion for 850,000 households.
Tom summarizes what he will talk about as follows: “While much has been
written on the causes and impact of the near collapse of the financial system and
the deep recession of 2007-8, I will focus on the probable outlook for regulatory
restructuring, changes in risk management methodology and longer term effects of
the financial tsunami on the economy as well as some of the lessons that should be
branded into our institutional memories.”
Tom graduated magna cum laude from Harvard College in 1964 and from Harvard
Business School in 1966, where he was a Baker Scholar and graduated with high
distinction. He also holds a JD. He is the past chairman of The Financial Services
Roundtable, the Securities Industry Association (now SIFMA), and has chaired a
variety of other organizations (many located a quite far away from Wall Street).
Locally, Tom is president of the board of trustees of The Salvador Dalί Museum,
and serves on the Board of Dean’s Advisors at Harvard Business School, and the
board of the International Tennis Hall of Fame.
One of the class co-chairs (John Henn, who wrote most of this flyer) is also
obliged to note that Tom ran first one and then two successful rock bands while in
Cambridge.
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